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ADSoftware successfully implements AirPack in
Asia; Thai Express Air & City Airways
ADSoftware, one of the leading international aviation software firms, is pleased to announce
the successful implementation of their AirPack maintenance and logistics system for two more
airlines in Thailand; City Airways and Thai Express Air.
ADSoftware’s presence in the Asian aviation industry began in 2006 when the French MRO*
software specialist partnered with Aviation Engineering & Planning Services (AEPS), for the
exclusive distributorship of AirPack in the Middle East and Asia. Together they have signed 11
operators on the Asian continent in countries like Thailand, Laos and Myanmar.
AEPS has provided on-site B2B training and support for City Airways and Thai Express Air, to
facilitate the software installation phase. The cargo airline, Thai Express Air currently operates
a single B737-300(F), while low cost carrier (LCC), City Airways is operating a B737-400 and 1
B737-800. The Don Mueang based LCC offers domestic flights as well as regional flights to
popular destinations like Hong Kong and China.
Commenting on the successful launch of the AirPack solution for the two airlines, the CEO of
ADSoftware Fred Ulrich said, “Our principle is to get as close to the customer’s needs as
possible, while meeting the highest possible standard of regulatory compliance and cost
effectiveness”.
AEPS Administrative & IT Director also commented, “We have been implementing the AirPack
suite for several years now to meet the airworthiness needs of our customers. The fact that we
can easily customize the software to generate the information at the customer’s request
makes AirPack our software of choice”.
*MRO: Maintenance, Repair & Overhaul

About AEPS
Aviation Engineering & Planning Services (AEPS) was established in 2004 in South-East Asia and provides
a wide range of services for small and medium airlines. With branches in Thailand, Myanmar, Brunei and
Laos, AEPS is dedicated to deliver consistent and quality services to its clients.
The company’s main objective is to offer tailor-made services on fleet monitoring, according to the
regulations issued by the EASA, the FAA and also the local DCAs such as engineering, planning and
airworthiness survey. By supporting operators in; aircraft phase-in or phase-out, bridging program,
technical records management, daily fleet management, AD survey, trend engine monitoring, fleet
reliability, training and on-site assistance, AEPS distinguishes itself from competitors and bring valuable
know how to its clients – especially for startup operators or companies starting new aircraft type .
Concurrently with its main objective, the company also provides Flight Safety Management System
services, according to ICAO standards.

Visit www.aepsltd.com for more information.

###

About ADSoftware
ADSoftware is a seventeen year old IT company based in France, with offices in Thailand, Brazil and
South Africa. Specialising in solutions dedicated to the aviation industry, ADSoftware counts 54 clients
worldwide. The strength of ADSoftware is the accessibility of its products which are Microsoft Windows®
ready, web-enabled, and multilingual. The company provides 24/7 online technical support.
The company has developed AirPack a modular ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) suite that includes
six modules organised around a single database. Each module has its own specificities. AirTime is a
dedicated tool for Fleet management & CAMO activities (Continuing Airworthiness Management
Organisations), AirStock assist with Inventory control & Logistic, AirDoc is the documentation
management module, AirUser handles the security management, AirStat allows reliability and statistic
reports and AirWork time-tracking software.
ADSoftware has also developed DailyPack a package of two integrated modules, DailyReport and
DailyQual, used by military, police and rescue flying operations. It is a solution dedicated to recording
and managing all kinds of missions, and to follow-up on skills and qualifications of pilots and aircraft
mechanics.
In January 2015, ADSoftware was nominated as a Finalist in the Air Transport News 2015 Awards as IT
Company of the year.
In February 2015, ADSoftware was selected for the second time as a finalist in the European IT &
Software Excellence Awards 2015. The company was shortlisted in the SME Solution of the Year
category.
Visit www.adsoftware.fr for more information.
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